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About This Game

Emily is back with all new scares in Emily Wants to Play Too.

Much larger than the original

New characters

New games

Linear and timed sections

No gore or violence

Survival horror with stealth and strategy

It's about 7pm on Friday and you are headed to your next delivery destination. You work for Timmy Thom's Fast Sandwiches
and tonight your job is to deliver sandwiches from 4pm to 11pm. Your next stop is an interesting location. It is some sort of

crime research facility where evidence from crime scenes around town is processed and stored.

What you didn’t know, was that three very strange dolls were recently brought there for processing and storage. These dolls
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aren’t ordinary; they have a mind of their own. Your night is about to take a turn for the worse, and it will be one of the strangest
and scariest nights of your life.

Emily Wants to Play Too is a survival horror game with stealth and strategy elements about a sandwich delivery guy that gets
locked inside an evidence processing and storage office building by living dolls. The dolls have "work" to do here and are

gathering new friends. They didn’t expect you to show up, so don’t get in their way. Throughout the night you will be looking for
an exit out of the office. At some point, Emily will join in on the fun, along with the dolls’ new “friends”. You better play their

games or else! Learn what you have to do and be on the lookout for a way to escape.
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Title: Emily Wants to Play Too
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Shawn Hitchcock
Publisher:
SKH Apps
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7,8,10

Processor: i5 or AMD equivalent

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 770 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Yeah probably so

Additional Notes: Add some awesome headphones and a dark room if you dare! :)

English
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I got this game and it was an instant hit for me. The combat system is amazing and at first i thought you couldnt level up your
skills past the fourth point but you can and its a genius idea. The monsters big, annoying and it can be hard sometimes but its all
worth it. All the warlocks themselves are really unique. I suggest this game and give it a 9.5\/10. Chess 3.0 on steroids with
scarabs, anubises, coke, hookers and LASERS!!!

There are problems too: there aren't too many online players; the controls are bumpy on laptop's trackpad; ELO seems flawed;
AI is easy and there's no in-game chat.

It's still a great game. Buy it, add me, and let's probe each other laserwise!. Just ♥♥♥♥ing awful.. Very Fun Game Simi-Open
World Futuristic Warfare And Uses Drone Warfare.. Very good game. Pretty realistic, looks nice, sounds nice. Every kill is
very satisfying, every minute in this game is enjoyble and every $ spent on this game was definitely worth it. 8,5\/10. Pretty nice
music what i can listen all day. But problem is that skin in match dont really looks awasome as i was thinking. This will be
perfect skin if they will add soem thing to skin. Bootleg FNAF)
This game has horrible controls and long load times. What was supposed to be a jump scare death is a joke. This game is
overpriced and lacks any depth. The biggest pain in this game is the stupid flash light. waste of time and money. there are so
many good horror games out. This game is not one of them.. Awesome Poker Game!. Consists mostly of greyed out game
options that can't be selected. Maybe some day it will be a whole game. When\/If that happens, and it's worthwhile, I will be
changing this review. But as for right now, it's absolutely not worth the price tag. There are free flash versions of games exactly
like what's offered so far. Save yourself 30 bucks.
(EDIT)
The developer makes excuses on every negative review. "I'm making this game only for people who like it." That is NOT how
you give customers what they want. Listen to what the people are telling you they are PAYING you to make this game. Don't
just put out some abandoned piece of trash like this, and then tell everyone why it's their fault when they point out you released
broken trash. The last time I contacted the developer I was told there would be "weekly updates to fix these issues". That was
now over two months ago. Not an update since. This is an abandoned project, or worse, a cash grab-and-run scheme from the
start. I can't tell which. Don't give FaeVerse a freaking dime. To support this kind of "developer" is to punish the gaming
community at large.. I've been waiting for this game for a very long time. It's finally done, and it's very good. It's a pure puzzler
about rewinding time and cooperating with recorded versions of your past self, which is a mechanic that's been explored before
but never in quite this much detail. It's shorter than I'd like, but it's not too short (4 hours for me, which I think is probably
pretty fast because I already knew how to do a lot of stuff.) It's pretty hard. I haven't done the time trials yet, but I might. They
look interesting.

A word of warning, however: the puzzle solutions in this game require precise execution. I like that, but if you're someone who
gets frustrated if you know how to do a puzzle but can't quite get it to work, you're likely to have a bad time.
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This looks really cool and I cannot wait for the completed game; however how the hell do I start a mission? There are no
obvious key options??? I will give a better review when there is something other than listening to the in game music to do!!

  UPDATE

I now know how to move, the game uses the RIGHT mouse button to issue commands something that is alien to me as right is
always used for going forward!

This game is now so much fun to play even in its infancy as it is now!. I just downloaded the game and tired to open it about 5
or so times and it crashes every time during the loading screen and I get a popup saying it has crashed and I have the min
requirements for the game met. My PC is able to run other high end games with little to no problems. Well... I got the chocolate
outfit... However, the upside down hearts, :( Not liking that... The overall look looks a bit depressing, since it could have been a
lot better like the mud character in the game or even the slime character in the game. This sadly wasn't the case. I would
recommend this to anyone that likes the slime, mud, goo style, but sadly this is lacking for me on this outfit.. Simple mechanics,
but complex patterns. I find myself playing this every night.

You need to pay attention to the each aircraft's performance characteristics to time departures and modify the speed of landing
aircraft. You can also send craft into a holding pattern, where you can control their direction and send them to a new runway
choice, or you can send them off the screen to ease the pressure for a small monatary loss.

I wish you could modify the speed or direction of the departing helicopters.

The game play doesn't have enough depth to interest me in purchasing other games of the series, but I am happy I purchased this
game.

. This is an earlier release from Artifex and it unfortunately does show. I'll put my hand up to be a spell and/or grammar checker
for any AM games if you'd like as there is too many easy typos to find, easier than identifying the plot in this game. On the
achievements (which I love in any game on Steam), I really have an issue with a reward being given for using a hint 40 times in
a game. I finished the game with not one hint yet I'll need to go back over the game to earn the 'finish the tutorial' hint and the
'used 40 hints' achievement. The Hidden Object games make it wayyyy too easy for players to find a way out these days and
people really should get a challenge out of a game or why bother. For those of us who grew up with Jane Jensen's games will
know what I mean. Anyways, I put this game in context: it's a very rough early AM game and there have been many more
success stories that have come with more recent experiences. The positive in the game are the hidden object scenes are good,
beyond that it's pretty standard fare. 5/10
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